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Discussion about expediency in NZ‟s Asian foreign policy should not be construed as   
advocating abandonment of principle behind what we do or should do. It is rather to 
pinpoint the challenge that East Asia‟s successful modernisation, and in particular 
China‟s re-emergence, poses for  balance between interests driven and values 
driven NZ foreign policy – or in other words between the new and the traditional in 
external relations. This is not a challenge unique, of course, to NZ.  But we need to 
think independently about all the implications.    
 
Global & Regional Connexions 

The global future and the regional future in East Asia are inextricably connected. The 
menace of enveloping global financial crisis (GFC) serves to enlarge the stake the 
world has in East Asian, particularly Chinese, performance as the pathway to overall 
eventual recovery. The advance by major newly emergent economies, in Asia and 
beyond, signals moreover increasingly hybrid international order no longer largely 
dominated by Western interests and values, and one where there is an absolute 
need for greater toleration of diversity. 
. 
 Financial and economic management globally will henceforth require to be shared 
even-handedly between traditional and newly emergent economies. The jury is still 
out as to just how far opportunity will be conceded to permit genuine transformation 
but it is in NZ‟s interest that such change occurs. The overall future for rules based 
international order with propitious involvement by all newly emergent economies, and 
especially China, will be otherwise weakened. The compelling lesson is that 
collective efforts to extend or renegotiate rules for economic cooperation must, from 
the outset, now involve the newly emergent economies as coequal partners.  
 
 
Regional Economics and Security 

 In Asia Pacific the US led negotiation for a Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP) is 
heralded   as a ground breaking “new generation” standard for 21st century trade and 
economic integration.  But it is precisely the absence of China or indeed any of the 
five East Asian G20 economies from involvement that deprives TPP of essential 
viability as a basis for a new generation of regional trade and economic cooperation. 
The likelihood that China or other newly emergent countries would consent to 
negotiate eventual admission to TPP already concluded on the basis of American 
preferences and interests seems quite remote. 
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The fact moreover that TPP is being pursued in tandem with strengthening of the US 
regional military presence lends it as well an adversarial complexion at least from 
China‟s viewpoint. East Asian progress to date has been chiefly accomplished on the 
back of homegrown regional institutions and   negotiating methods. Outside critics 
sometimes deplore an absence of formalised accountable „Western‟ process. 
Leadership resides nonetheless in the hands of regional countries, particularly 
ASEAN, which share centuries-long experience of China‟s large shadow. A tradition 
of statecraft in relations with Beijing involving respect (tribute), expedient hedging 
and judicious compromise survive as hallmarks of regional diplomacy. 
 
It is no surprise therefore that America‟s re-engagement with the region is welcomed 
as counterpoise to China whose achievements and potential, require that Beijing 
provides constant reassurance to neighbours about its enduring peaceable 
intentions. American re-engagement will likely remain however deeply conditioned by 
events and crisis elsewhere, particularly the Middle East. Neither can American 
leadership ignore accomplishments by East Asian regionally led processes, or 
China‟s position as the indisputable dynamo for the region‟s economic performance.  
Moves to forestall or contain China economically or militarily will be assuredly 
counterproductive; and NZ must be very circumspect about involvements with 
policies or activities that can be construed in this way.  
 
NZ Policy 
NZ regional  foreign policy over the last 20 years which has been instrumental in 
broadening relationships  with China and with ASEAN, is  grounded  in  East Asian - 
led platforms for cooperation. There is no compelling reason to modify that approach. 
Regional governments are working through the ASEAN Plus Six framework 
(involving China, all East Asian governments plus NZ/Australia,) around 2009 
Japanese ideas for a Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP). This 
offers an alternative approach to regional economic integration which may, unlike 
TPP, eventually include regional financial integration.  
 
NZ resolutely welcomes the build back of its relationship with Washington where  
much emphasis is rightly placed on NZ/US shared values at a time when as 
suggested earlier, momentum towards a more hybrid international order gathers 
pace.  Getting the balance right between interests driven and values driven policy in 
Asia Pacific  now constitutes  however  one of the more exacting foreign policy tasks 
ever for NZ. Shared interests with America and with China reside in a peaceable 
prosperous East Asia and a constructive US/China relationship. Given the vast 
differences of ambition and potential, it is quite possible that US and NZ perceptions 
about the nature of the challenge that China provides will differ. NZ does not 
anticipate Chinese military or other threat to its existence or to its (small) external 
presence in Asia. Substantially different views however exist in sections of US official 
opinion about precisely the same issues in respect to the US itself. 
 
South China Sea & Freedom of Navigation 

Military modernisation by China and elsewhere even where it represents a function of 
overall economic growth rather than evidence of belligerent intent means 
transparency becomes essential for reassurance – by China, by other East Asian 
governments, by Australia and by the US. It may or may not be a coincidence but as 
the US rebalancing towards Asia Pacific proceeds there is resurgence of long 
standing competing sovereignty claims in the South China Sea (SCS).  Forcible 
expressions of claim by China in 2010 raised levels of disquiet that threatened 
China‟s deepening relations with South East Asia. Sino – Japanese relations are now 
strained. NZ must of course scrupulously avoid side taking over all such sovereignty 
claims. The US pursues an official line too of neutrality but strengthening military ties 
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with the claimant states of Vietnam and the Philippines, plus open criticism about 
China‟s historical claim may suggest to Beijing implied American side taking. 
 
There are in fact two quite distinct issues at stake here although the US policy 
appears to conflate them. First there is the straight out disputed sovereignty claims 
which are matters strictly for the regional governments concerned; second there is an 
issue of freedom of navigation which is principally an issue of US-China relations 
where Beijing objects to resolute US practice of maritime patrolling up to China‟s 
coastal waters (12 mile limit) as undue provocation. Current Chinese naval 
modernisation appears designed to provide means to dissuade or prevent such 
intrusions.  This is a worrisome development although it is an open question whether 
existing American practice is actually crucial to maintenance of regional stability. 
Were the shoe to be on the other foot, Washington would assuredly find such 
equivalent Chinese behaviour in its coastal regions to be unacceptable. 
 
The welcome build back of military relations with the US raises therefore some direct  
questions of expediency for NZ regional foreign policy. The June 2012 US-NZ 
Washington Declaration on Defence calls for both countries to build maritime security 
presence and capabilities; and to strengthen “maritime domain awareness “whatever 
that actually means. Joint naval exercising with the US or other operational training 
that might  appear to  reinforce  the practice of assertive maritime patrolling which  
China considers provocative will shift  NZ  into a new Asian  foreign policy space -  
where we strive both to  captivate and  to antagonise China at one and the same 
time. Large powers like the US, and middle powers like Australia, might think they 
are able to square that circle; smaller ones however should scrupulously avoid all 
such quandary. NZ has 40 years of diplomacy and real accomplishments riding on 
the line with China. 
 
Defence Policy & „NZ Inc.‟ 
 NZ relations with East Asia are pursued through an avowed “whole of government” 
approach which is captured in the “NZ Inc.” motto. Yet defence policy is less than a 
full ingredient of the overall effort – witnessed by the priority attached to non-Asian 
alignments like our agreement with NATO as well of course in the build back of 
defence relations with the US. This discrepancy is confidently rationalised by policy 
makers in Wellington  but the absence of any joint operational  defence agreements 
with any of the Asian G20 governments - and especially with China – seems  an 
undeniable disconnect from overall “ NZ  Inc.” policy towards Asia.  
There are some commendable efforts in areas other than defence to break new 
regional foreign policy ground; witness the agreement between NZ ODA and Chinese 
aid authorities for a joint water supply project in the Cook Islands. One should not 
underestimate the challenge of achieving success with this first ever joint effort by 
China with any other aid donor. But it is a constructive pointer in the right direction. 
Both countries have a vested interest in its success. It substantively reinforces a case 
for the NZ Government tasking the  Ministry of Defence (MOD) to pursue equivalent 
possibilities with Chinese defence  authorities for  operational interaction that extends 
beyond mere  intermittent defence diplomacy. China has an established record in 
peace keeping and post conflict reconstruction. Such opportunities for NZ to engage 
with China will clearly lend greater expediency to overall Asian policy.  
 
Revival of “All Foreign Policy is Trade” 

Most countries, both large and small, want to be taken at face value in the conduct of 
international relations – in other words how they define their interests, policies and 
goals are the measurements that they expect others should use to judge their 
acceptability and congeniality as partners in international affairs. Current 
management  reforms to NZ diplomacy involve introduction of a “business model” 
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directed, in effect, at resurrection of “all NZ‟s  foreign policy is  trade” a catch phrase 
first coined 30 years or more ago by Prime Minister Robert Muldoon, as a guiding 
principle and explanation for conduct of NZ international interests. Given the context 
of current prolonged global financial and economic stress, such a wistful return to old 
slogans is not necessarily a surprise; but how wise is it in terms of effective modern 
foreign policy?  
 
Some 25 years ago, as economic modernisation of East Asia began to unfold, a 
prominent South East Asia political leader warned countries beyond against 
regarding the region as an Aladdin‟s Cave into which they could venture to pick and 
choose enticing economic opportunity, while neglecting or avoiding other dimensions 
and responsibilities. This provided a cautionary notice to outsiders to resist an “all 
foreign policy is trade” mind-set when approaching how to fashion rewarding 
relations in Asia. Successive NZ governments in the 1990s and in the early 
millennium heeded the message, and relationships with ASEAN and with China were 
nourished that provided in due time, foundations for rewarding free trade 
partnerships. There was fresh maturity to NZ to foreign policy making in Asia.  which 
underlined that Track One diplomacy backed by Track Two networking are  
necessary preconditions to  create the  foundations in the first place and, equally 
important,  then to sustain them. NZ needs to ponder judiciously therefore how a 
revived predilection for an “all NZ foreign policy is trade” mind-set resonates inside 
Asian capitals. It  will not escape notice how NZ  Prime Ministerial Asia Pacific  visits 
which are customarily designed as  events intended to broaden overall  relationships, 
are now  judged inside NZ particularly by media, exclusively on the grounds of 
whether a visit succeeds or fails,  in pushing a new FTA across the line. There is a 
retreat to immaturity. 
 
There is one exception to the old-time influential mind-set about foreign policy and 
trade which is NZ‟s current candidature for a 2015-2016 seat on the UNSC. The 
competition is tough and the full support of Asian governments for our bid will be 
vital. A perception that NZ‟s  overriding external relations preoccupation lies however 
with trade, and that our international security thinking (including about Asia) and  
operational  alignments lend precedence to NATO and the  US, are  not necessarily  
expedient ways to consolidate that required  support  within Asia,  nor indeed  

beyond.■ 
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